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key points: 22 

 Both the Arctic and Antarctic ice covers have trans-equatorial climate effects, which can 23 

affect the air temperature in the other hemisphere. 24 

 The interannual variation of Antarctic ice cover even has a greater impact on the surface air 25 

temperature over East Asia and North America than the Arctic ice cover. 26 

 The variance of Antarctic ice cover is closer to the atmospheric midlatitude westerly jet, 27 

whose interannual changes could cause more generation of significant atmospheric 28 

baroclinic waves and trans-equatorial propagation, resulting in the obvious land surface 29 

temperature changes over the Asia and North America. 30 

  31 
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Abstract  32 

Ice covers in high latitudes play important role in the global atmospheric circulation and 33 

abnormal temperature distribution. The observations have revealed the differences in the 34 

interannual variability of the Arctic and Antarctic ice covers, but their respective climate effect is 35 

not clear. The Liang-Kleeman information flow method is used to reveal the causal relationships 36 

from the sea ices of the Arctic and Antarctic to the global air temperature. The results point out 37 

that changes of the Arctic or Antarctic sea ices both have significant impacts on the global air 38 

temperature. Especially for the air temperature in East Asia and North America, the interannual 39 

variation of the Antarctic sea ice has an even stronger impact than the Arctic ice covers. This 40 

causality is further proved by the General Atmospheric Circulation Model (CAM4.0). In the 41 

numerical experiments, the ice covers in Arctic and Antarctic are changed individually or 42 

simultaneously as the forcing fields, and then the respective climate effects are analyzed. The 43 

results show that both the Arctic and Antarctic ice cover variations can change the intensity of 44 

atmospheric baroclinic disturbance in mid-high latitudes of individual hemisphere, generating 45 

wave energy transmission across the equator in the meridional direction, and eventually causing 46 

air temperature anomalies in both hemispheres. Furthermore, the Antarctic ice covers are closer 47 

to the mid-high latitude atmospheric jets in the southern hemisphere. Therefore, the changes of 48 

Antarctic ice covers lead to a larger atmospheric wave-activity flux response, and quickly spread 49 

to the northern hemisphere, causing more significant temperature anomalies over the East Asia 50 

and North America. 51 

Key words 52 

The Liang-Kleeman information flow; trans-equatorial climate effect; atmospheric wave-activity 53 

flux; configuration of ice cover and jet stream 54 

1 Introduction 55 

As the "cold source" of the entire Earth system, the Antarctic and Arctic regions have 56 

significant climate effects and play vital roles in global heat balance (Rosinski et al., 2008). With 57 

global warming, the polar region plays a "magnifying glass" to the signal of abnormal climate 58 

change and is one of the climate change sensitive areas (Mare, 1997; Zhang, 2005; Wouters et 59 

al., 2015).  The report of IPCC (The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) pointed out 60 
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that, at the current level of greenhouse gas emissions, the climate in high latitudes will change 61 

drastically in the next century, the sea ice will melt, and the temperatures will also continue to 62 

warm (Schiavon et al., 2007). The change cycle of Arctic (Antarctic) sea ice has remarkable 63 

seasonality, with the maximum (minimum) volume from February to March and the contrary 64 

value from August to September (Walsh and Johnson 1979; Cavalieri et al., 1997; Parkinson et 65 

al. 1999; Saba et al, 2004). Affected by the global warming, the Arctic has undergone 66 

tremendous changes in the past 30 years (Solomon et al., 2007). Since satellite observations SSM 67 

/ I (the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager)-SSMIS (the Special Sensor Microwave 68 

Imager/Sounder) were available in the 1970s, the concentration and coverage of Arctic sea ice 69 

have shown a rapid decrease, and the rate has been even faster in recent years (Nghiem et al., 70 

2007). The sea ice in the Arctic Ocean reached its minimum in September 2012, a 31% decrease 71 

from the average of the 1950s and 1970s (Comiso et al., 2008). The melting of Arctic sea ice is 72 

closely related to the “Arctic amplification”, which is a hot issue in recent years (Overland et 73 

al.,1996; Screen and Simmonds, 2010). In recent decades, the temperature in the Arctic has 74 

increased twice as large as the global average rate, and this phenomenon is called the “Arctic 75 

amplification” (James and Ian, 2010; Kim et al.,2016). A large number of simulation studies 76 

have pointed out that under a representative global warming scenario, the temperature increase 77 

will be amplified in the polar regions, and the rainfall increase will reduce the salinity of the 78 

upper Arctic ocean (Manabe and Stouffer, 1994; Rind et al., 1995; Wu and Smith, 2016). The 79 

Arctic amplification has also caused more frequent blocking patterns and extreme weather 80 

(Elizabeth, 2013). In addition, ice cover in Antarctic has also changed significantly. Compared 81 

with Arctic sea ice, Antarctic sea ice has more movement freedom and has an important impact 82 

on atmospheric stability and precipitation in Antarctica (King, 1997). Due to the thick snow and 83 

ice deposits on the Antarctic ice cap, the volume of snow and ice in the southern hemisphere is 84 

about 8.8 times than that of the northern hemisphere (Cavalieri et al., 1997, 1999, 2003). Unlike 85 

the rapid decrease in Arctic sea ice, the Antarctic sea ice has been growing slowly and lasting 86 

longer (Stammerjohn et al., 2012). The sea basin of the Arctic sea ice shrinks rapidly, while the 87 

Antarctic sea ice shows regional changes. Cavalieri et al. (2003) used several sea ice 88 

observations of satellite from 1972 to 2002 to analyze the changes in the sea ice extent of 89 

Antarctica. The study found that the sea ice area of Antarctica showed a decreasing trend from 90 

1973 to 1977, but there was an increasing trend from 1977 to 2002. Further studies showed that 91 
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the sea ice in the Ross Sea, Weddell Sea, and the eastern coast of the Antarctic continent has 92 

increased year by year, while the sea ice in the Bellinghausen Sea and Amundsen Sea has 93 

decreased (Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2008; Comiso and Nishio, 2008; Fan et al., 2014). 94 

Compared with the research on long-term trend changes accompanying global warming, the 95 

significant interannual changes of sea ice had attracted more attention, both in the local region 96 

and hemisphere (Parkinson and Cavalieri, 1989; Lindsay and Zhang, 2004; Screen et al., 2011). 97 

In 2007, the Arctic sea ice reached a new record low, and the extent of sea ice in the autumn of 98 

that year was reduced by 23% (Stroeve et al.,2008). This record was refreshed in September 99 

2012, which was 12% lower than the lowest value in 2007 (Zhang et al., 2013). During the 100 

2016/2017 icing period, the Arctic had 15 days of sea ice reduction, which was the most since 101 

1979 (Hegyi and Taylor, 2018). In February, the sea of Okhotsk experienced the largest 102 

interannual variability, while in July, the interannual variability in the Hudson Bay and northern 103 

Barents Sea was particularly large (Claire and Parkinson, 1991). The Antarctic sea ice cover has 104 

a very significant annual change, and its smallest range is only 1/10 to 1/20 of the largest range, 105 

and different years show very different or even opposite trends (Cavalieri et al.,2003). Between 106 

1973 and 1977, Antarctic sea ice decreased dramatically, with an average annual decrease of 107 

about 2 × 106 km2, but from 1977 to 2002, the distribution range of sea ice gradually increased 108 

at a rate of (0. 10 ± 0. 05) × 106 km2 /10a (Zwally et al.,2002).  The interannual variability of 109 

sea ice in the Arctic and Antarctica is complicated, and the interannual variability of ice cover in 110 

the Arctic and Antarctic regions is not synchronized. For example, the annual averages of the 111 

ocean ice surface area of the two polar regions are very similar over the period 1979–2012, but in 112 

fact the temporary evolution in sea ice in the two hemispheres are opposite (Pérez and González, 113 

2014). Furthermore, the interannual variabilities of ice covers in the Arctic and the Antarctic are 114 

significantly different (Gloersen and Campbell, 1991; Gloersen et al., 1992; Stammerjohn et al., 115 

2012). However, the mechanism and climate effects of the ice covers in polar regions are 116 

currently unclear. 117 

The couple relationship between ice covers and the local atmosphere in polars has been 118 

concerned widely.  For example, Francis and Hunter (2006) found that the location of the Arctic 119 

sea ice edge in summer has a strong correlation with the long-wave energy emitted by the 120 

atmosphere. And the greenhouse effect caused by downward long-wave radiation is amplified in 121 
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the process of polar warming, which caused significant changes of the Arctic sea ice in summer 122 

from 1979 to 2004. In addition, temperature anomalies, local wind field anomalies (Comiso et 123 

al., 2008), atmospheric circulation, polar cloud cover (Palm et al., 2010), and sea surface 124 

temperatures (Kay et al., 2009 Alekseev et al., 2017) will have an impact on the thickness, 125 

coverage and intensity of the Arctic sea ice. Simmonds and Jacka (1995) discovered that the sea 126 

ice along the Antarctic continent, the Southwest Indian Ocean, the South Pacific, and the western 127 

Ross Sea interact with Southern Oscillation (SO). In addition, the Antarctic sea ice changes will 128 

also be affected by multiple factors such as temperature, carbon dioxide concentration, El Niño, 129 

and solar radiation (Gloersen, 1995; Yuan and Martinson, 2001; De Magalhães et al., 2012). In 130 

addition, the interannual changes of ice cover in the polar regions have been proved to change 131 

the energy balance of the ocean surface, local air temperature and atmospheric circulation (White 132 

and Peterson, 1996; Allison, 2000; Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Liu et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2015; 133 

Cheung et al., 2018). The reduction of Arctic ice cover makes the lower troposphere warmer and 134 

unstable, the cloud cover increases and the polar thickness gradient weakens, which weakens the 135 

polar jet (Francis et al., 2009).  Researches (Liu et al., 2001; Nakamura et al., 2015; Caian et al., 136 

2017) pointed out the influences of Arctic sea ice on the phase and intensity of the North Atlantic 137 

Oscillation (NAO) and Arctic Oscillation (AO). The negative phase of NAO caused by the 138 

changes in sea ice in recent years has led to the cold winter in Europe (Cattiaux et al., 2010). In 139 

summer, the change of sea ice causes a positive phase of AO, which makes cold air shrink to the 140 

polar regions, and the temperature in most parts of the northern hemisphere is warmer (Jiang et 141 

al., 2019). At the same time, the transport of polar cold air to mid-latitudes and marine cold air 142 

outbursts (MCAOs) will change affect the climate of Eurasian continents at mid-high latitudes 143 

(Liu et al., 2006; Kolstad et al., 2008). The ice cover in the Arctic will affect the local and 144 

northern hemisphere temperature by changing the NAO and AO, and the interannual variation of 145 

the ice cover in the Antarctic also has an impact on the climate in the southern hemisphere. 146 

Changes in the Antarctic sea ice will cause anomalies in regional atmospheric circulation, which 147 

will then propagate through wave trains or disperse energy to affect the weather and climate 148 

systems at the mid and low latitude areas in the southern hemisphere (Horel and Wallace, 1981; 149 

Gloersen et al., 1992; Watkins and Simmonds, 1998; Liu et al., 2004). It can be seen that the sea 150 

ice of the North and South Poles has been considered to be the main forcing factor of long-term 151 
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climate change or abnormal temperature events on interannual time scales in their respective 152 

hemispheres. 153 

In addition to the influences of ice covers in polars on the climate in each hemisphere, the 154 

sea ice was proved to have a trans-equator climate effect on the other hemisphere, which might 155 

affect the occurrence of local extreme climate events.  Rogers et al. (1979) found that sea ice 156 

affects planetary waves in the upper and middle troposphere, and pointed out that the location of 157 

large-scale sea ice anomalies is consistent with the interannual variation of large-scale planetary 158 

wave changes in the upper and middle troposphere. When Liu and Fedorov (2019) used climate 159 

models to study the impact of Arctic sea ice reduction, they found that the climate effect would 160 

change over time. During the initial period of Arctic sea ice reduction, the northern hemisphere 161 

became warmer and the southern hemisphere became colder, the tropical convergence zone 162 

moved northward, and the Antarctic sea ice expanded, but the opposite was true when the time 163 

scale became longer. The actual observation results also confirmed this. The satellite, ground-164 

based, and reanalysis data over the past 40 years (1980-2019) show that since the end of the 165 

1970s, with the rapid decrease of Arctic sea ice, the temperature in the Southern Hemisphere has 166 

decreased regionally, but after 2016, the situation was reversed, and the Antarctic sea ice began 167 

to decrease sharply (Mokhov and Parfenova, 2021). Antarctic sea ice was found to have a good 168 

connection with the atmospheric circulation in the northern hemisphere (Kwok and Comiso, 169 

2002; Martinson and Douglas, 2003). Furthermore, researches pointed out the abnormal trans-170 

equatorial cold airflow in the South Indian Ocean and Australia in different years of Antarctic ice 171 

coverage (Christopher et al., 1996; Xue et al., 2003). Jie et al (Jie et al., 2009) pointed out that 172 

the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) anomaly could trigger Pacific/North American teleconnection 173 

patterns (PNA) like quasi-stationary Rossby waves by affecting the tropical zonal wind. 174 

Therefore, the Antarctic sea ice anomaly had a good correlation with the East Asian monsoon 175 

and rainfall (Yang, 1992; Qin et al., 2014). Regarding the steady Rossby wave propagation 176 

across the equator, Li et al. (2019) determined the obstacle area and corresponding waveguide as 177 

each window area in the northern hemisphere winter and summer tropospheric high-level wave 178 

propagation across the equator. These waveguides may be the main channels for energy 179 

exchange between the two hemispheres. The eastern Pacific Ocean is the window area that exists 180 

in both winter and summer, and the Rossby waves can cross the equator through this window 181 

area. However, there remains several questions have not been well solved. Previous studies have 182 
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emphasized that changes in sea ice can lead to significant climate effects, but there are 183 

significant differences in the interannual changes in ice cover between the Arctic and the Arctic 184 

in actual observations. How do the different interannual changes of the Arctic and Arctic ice 185 

cover affect the temperature? In the earth system, sea ice interacts with the atmosphere and 186 

ocean. How to extract the forcing signal of sea ice on air temperature in the complex earth 187 

coupling system? The Rossby wave and cold air activity across the equator are thought to be the 188 

possible causes of the forcing of the polar sea ice on the other hemisphere, but can the Arctic and 189 

Antarctic ice cover drive the same intensity of trans-equal forcing? What are the specific impacts 190 

on the temperature distribution in the two hemispheres? In particular, what is the difference in 191 

the process and mechanism of the Rossby wave triggered by changes in the ice cover at the two 192 

poles? 193 

Based on the above question, this paper will use Liang-Kleeman information flow (Liang 194 

2014,2015) method and model simulations to discuss.  A more specific introduction about the 195 

Liang-Kleeman information flow method will be explained in detail in the section of data and 196 

method, which is used to give the causal relationship from the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice to the 197 

air temperature change, and then the Community Atmosphere Model version4.0 (CAM4.0) is 198 

used to discuss the influence mechanisms of Arctic and Antarctic ice cover on climate. The 199 

following are the section arrangements of this paper: Section 2 describes the data and method, 200 

including the calculation of the Liang-Kleeman information flow, T-N Wave-activity flux, Eady 201 

growth rate and introduction of the CAM4.0; Section 3 analyzes the influence of interannual 202 

variation of ice covers in two polars on temperature in observation and simulation; Section 4 203 

analyzes the mechanism of trans-equatorial climate effect of interannual variation of ice covers 204 

on the other hemisphere; Section 5 summarizes and discusses. 205 

 206 

2 Data and method 207 

2.1 Data 208 

The sea ice data used in this paper are the OISST (Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface 209 

Temperature) monthly data of NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) 210 

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html). The horizontal resolution 211 

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html
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is 1°*1°, from January 1982 to December 2017. The temperature data is monthly surface 212 

temperature from NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction)/NCAR (National 213 

Center for Atmospheric Research) reanalysis data, and the horizontal resolution is 2.5°*2.5°, 214 

from January 1948 to December 2017 215 

(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.surface.html). 216 

2.2 Method 217 

2.2.1 Liang-Kleeman information flow and time series causal analysis 218 

Analyzing the causal relationship between events is an important topic in many disciplines, 219 

and it is the direct purpose of many scientific researches. In meteorology, most methods use time 220 

lag correlation analysis to infer the causality between series. However, correlation analysis does 221 

not distinguish the directionality, and for a periodic process, we cannot judge whether a phase 222 

difference is time lag or time advance. For example, in a fluctuation period of T, the lag t is the 223 

same as the lead T-t. The sequence constructed by Liang (2014) is an example, which proves that 224 

the cause and effect given by the lead-lag correlation is completely opposite to the actual 225 

situation. Liang proposed the theory of information flow, and analyzed the causal relationship 226 

between events through the method of Liang-Kleeman information flow (Liang 2014,2015). This 227 

method has been widely used since it was proposed (Stips et al. 2016; Liang 2018; Jiang et al. 228 

2019). The causality of a given two time series can be judged by the Liang-Kleeman information 229 

flow theory. The information flow has always been considered as an appropriate measure of 230 

causality, as the exchange of information between two events, not only indicates the quantity, but 231 

also the direction of the causality (Liang, 2014). Liang (2014, 2015, 2016) proved that if the 232 

development of 𝑋1 is independent of 𝑋2, then the information flow from 𝑋2 to 𝑋1 is 0. For linear 233 

systems, given two time series of 𝑋1 and 𝑋2, Liang proves that the maximum likelihood 234 

estimator (mle) of information flowing from 𝑋2 to 𝑋1 per unit time is 235 �̂�2→1 = 𝐶11𝐶12𝐶2,𝑑1−𝐶122 𝐶1,𝑑1𝐶112 𝐶22−𝐶11𝐶122   (1) 236 

Where 𝐶𝑖𝑗 is the sample covariance between 𝑋𝑖 and 𝑋𝑗, 𝐶𝑖𝑗 ≔ (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋�̅�)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ (𝑋𝑗 − 𝑋�̅�)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  237 C𝑖,𝑑𝑗 is the sample covariance between 𝑋𝑖 and a series derived from 𝑋𝑗 using the Euler 238 

forward differencing scheme, �̇�𝑗,𝑛 = 𝑋𝑗,𝑛+𝑘−𝑋𝑗,𝑛𝑘∆𝑡 , Δt is the time step and k ≥ 1(integer). If 𝑇2→1 =239 

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.surface.html
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0, 𝑋2 does not cause 𝑋1; if it is not equal to zero, it is causal (statistical significance test must be 240 

performed). The calculation program of this information flow can be downloaded through 241 

http://www.ncoads.cn/article/show/63.aspx. This method has been widely recognized and 242 

applied. Jiang et al. (2019) used the Liang-Kleeman information flow and CAM4.0 to analyze 243 

the climate effect of multi-source forcing. 244 

 245 

2.2.2 T-N Wave-activity flux 246 

The TN wave-activity flux is a three-dimensional wave-activity flux derived by Takaya and 247 

Nakamura (1997, 2001) based on the Plumb wave flux, making it more suitable for complex 248 

background airflow, such as the background circulation in the middle and high latitude. The 249 

background field takes the average monthly climate field for many years, which can better 250 

describe the energy dispersion characteristics of the stationary Rossby wave and the propagation 251 

anomaly of the Rossby wave. The three-dimensional expression of the T-N wave-activity flux is 252 

as follows: 253 

W = 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑2|𝑼| ∙ ( 
  

𝑈𝑎2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜑 [(𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜆 )2 − 𝜓′ 𝜕2𝜓′𝜕𝜆2 ] + 𝑉𝑎2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 [𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜆 𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜑 − 𝜓′ 𝜕2𝜓′𝜕𝜆𝜕𝜑]𝑈𝑎2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 [𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜆 𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜑 −𝜓′ 𝜕2𝜓′𝜕𝜆𝜕𝜑] + 𝑉𝑎2 [(𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜑 )2 − 𝜓′ 𝜕2𝜓′𝜕𝜑2 ]𝑓02𝑁2 { 𝑈𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 [𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜆 𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝑧 − 𝜓′ 𝜕2𝜓′𝜕𝜆𝜕𝑧] + 𝑉𝑎 [𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝜑 𝜕𝜓′𝜕𝑧 − 𝜓′ 𝜕2𝜓′𝜕𝜑𝜕𝑧]} ) 
  (2) 254 

Where the superscript “ ´ ” is zonal deviation, φ、λ、Φ、f = 2Ωsinφ、a、Ω are latitude, 255 

longitude, potential, Coriolis parameter, earth radius and earth rotation rate, 𝜓′ = 𝛷′𝑓  is the 256 

perturbation of the quasi-ground transfer function relative to the climate field, and the basic flow 257 

field U = (U, V) represents the climate field. It is widely used to analyze the propagation of 258 

Rossby waves in atmospheric dynamics (Nakamura et al. 2010). 259 

 260 

2.2.3 Eady growth rate 261 

In the classical theory of atmospheric stability, the baroclinicity of the atmosphere is 262 

defined by the horizontal temperature gradient, the Coriolis force on the vertical shear and 263 
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vertical stability of the horizontal velocity. In the original situation, the growth rate of baroclinic 264 

pressure, which characterizes the instability of atmospheric baroclinic pressure, is defined as 265 𝜎𝐵𝐼 = 0.31 |𝑓|𝑁 𝜕𝑈𝜕𝑧   (3) 266 

When Hoskins and Valdes (1990) researched the storm track in the northern hemisphere, 267 

simplified it to: 268 σBI = 0.31 gθN |∂θ∂y|  (4) 269 

In which, f = 2Ωsinφ is the Coriolis parameter, U is the zonal wind, θ is the potential 270 

temperature, α = TθTp=1000,  N2 = −gα ∂θ∂p . N2 is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency of atmosphere, also 271 

called buoyancy frequency, which indicates the frequency at which the gas block oscillates when 272 

it is vertically disturbed. N2 can be used to measure stability. In recent years, this simplified 273 

version has been widely used (Chen et al., 2020). This paper uses (3) to calculate the eady 274 

growth rate, represented the baroclinicity of the atmosphere. 275 

 276 

2.2.4 Model introduction 277 

In addition to statistical analysis of observational data, model simulations can provide a 278 

more detailed description of the physical processes in climate change. CAM4.0 (Community 279 

Atmosphere Model version4.0) is a global atmospheric circulation model developed by NCAR 280 

(National Center for Atmospheric Research) (Neale 2010; Gent 2011). Existing research results 281 

show that CAM4.0 has good simulation capabilities for global atmospheric circulation and 282 

climate change, and has also been widely used (Neale et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2016; Niranjan 283 

Kumar et al. 2016). CAM4.0 also includes the land surface model (CLM4.0), which provides the 284 

land surface conditions and lower boundary conditions such as energy, momentum, and water 285 

vapor exchange between land and air (Oleson, 2010). Three power cores are optional: the Euler 286 

spectrum core, the finite volume core and the half Lagrangian core. The Euler spectrum is be 287 

used in this paper, and the horizontal resolution of the model used is T85 (128*256, about 1.5 288 

degrees). In the vertical direction, the coordinates used from bottom to top are the σ coordinates, 289 

the σ-p transition coordinates, and the pure p coordinate, covering 26 layers. The deep 290 

convection process is used a parametric scheme developed by Zhang and McFarlane (1995) and 291 
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corrected by Richter and Rasch (2008). Compared with CAM3.0, CAM4.0 has significantly 292 

improved on deep convection scheme, Arctic cloud simulation, radiated interface and 293 

computational scalability. What’s more, its default power core has been changed from the 294 

original spectral core to a finite volume core, and improves simulation capabilities for ENSO 295 

(Neale et al, 2008). 296 

 297 

3 The influence of interannual variation of polar ice cover on temperature 298 

3.1 Liang-Kleeman information flow and observation results 299 

 300 

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of information flow from (a) Arctic sea ice (b) Antarctic sea ice to the 301 

2m temperature (filling; unit: nats/month). All shading areas exceed 95% significance level. 302 

In order to discuss the influence of sea ice in the Arctic and Arctic on the temperature in 303 

different regions, we calculated the spatial distribution of the information flow from sea ice to 304 

temperature by the Liang-Kleeman information flow method. Fig. 1 showed that there are 305 

obvious causal relationships from the Arctic and Antarctic sea ice to the temperature, the 306 

temperature change is closely related to the sea ice anomaly. Changes in Antarctic and Arctic sea 307 

ice have an impact on the temperature in the other hemisphere. Temperature changes in Asia and 308 

North America are also closely related to Antarctic sea ice, and the response to Antarctic sea ice 309 

in East Asia is even more pronounced than that of Arctic sea ice. Whether Antarctic sea ice has a 310 

greater impact on the above areas is also analyzed from observations. 311 
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 312 

Fig. 2. Line chart of changes in Arctic and Antarctic sea ice relative to the average (the index has 313 

been standardized and detrended; red line: Antarctic sea ice; blue line: Arctic sea ice; unit: 314 

fraction; the red up/down arrow: Arctic sea ice increases/decreases abnormally; the blue up/down 315 

arrow: Antarctic sea ice increases/decreases abnormally) 316 

 317 

From 1982 to 2017, the year 1987 and 1990 are selected as the Arctic sea ice anomaly year, 318 

in which the Arctic sea ice changes significantly and the Antarctic sea ice is almost unchanged. 319 

Similarly, the year 2003 and 2005 are selected as the Antarctic sea ice anomaly year (Fig. 2). We 320 

analyze the temperature changes in these years to discuss the climate response of sea ice 321 

reduction. Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of the difference in temperature between the year 322 

of anomalous decrease and anomalous increase in sea ice. 323 
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 324 

Fig. 3. Spatial distributions of temperature changes different between the decrease anomalous 325 

years and the increase anomaly years of sea ice. T2 anomalies during Arctic sea ice decreasing in 326 

(a) summer average (b) winter average; T2 anomalies during Antarctic sea ice decreasing in (c) 327 

summer average (d) winter average (filling; unit: K). 328 

 329 

In different seasons (summer and winter) of the anomaly years of sea ice, the temperature 330 

changes have obviously different spatial distributions (Fig. 3). Considering that sea ice has a 331 

tendency to decrease, we do not discuss temperature changes in the polar regions, but mainly 332 

discuss the temperature changes in Eurasia and North America. When the Arctic sea ice 333 

decreases abnormally, the temperature of Eurasian increases significantly in summer, but in 334 

winter it heats up in the north and cools down in the south. For North America, it’s warm up in 335 

summer, but in winter the north (Canada) cools, while the south (USA) warms. In addition, the 336 

temperature in the southern hemisphere is also affected, and there are cooling trends in Oceania 337 

and southern South America. When the Antarctic sea ice decreases abnormally, there is no doubt 338 

that it will bring about a significant temperature change in the southern hemisphere, and it will 339 
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also affect the temperature of the northern hemisphere. In the year of Antarctic sea ice abnormal 340 

decrease, the most regions of East Asia have a clear warming trend, but the north regions have a 341 

cooling trend, which is consistent in summer and winter. Regardless of summer or winter, North 342 

America shows a trend of decreasing temperature in the north and increasing temperature in the 343 

south. Through the actual observation, the Arctic and Arctic sea ice have obvious trans-344 

equatorial climate effects, and the effects of the two are quite different in some areas. Therefore, 345 

it is meaningful to discuss the climate effects of ice cover in the Arctic and Arctic regions 346 

separately by using the CAM4.0 model. 347 

3.2 Temperature changes in the simulation 348 

The experiments using the CAM4.0 are designed to study the climate response of Arctic 349 

and Antarctic ice cover. Therefore, we set up a control experiment and several contrast 350 

experiments by changing the forcing field, and Table 1 shows the specific experiment settings. 351 

The time scale of the observation data used in this article is 70 years from 1948 to 2017. The 352 

difference between the next 35 years (1948-1982) and the previous 35 years (1983-2017) 353 

represents the actual observational changes when analyzing. Therefore, we use the situation in 354 

2000 (the middle year of 1983-2017) as the forcing field for the control experiment, and the 355 

situation in 1965 (the middle year of 1948-1982) as the forcing field for the contrast experiments. 356 

Table 1. Experiment design 357 

Experiment Description of the forcing fields 

CTRL All forcings (𝐶𝑂2,land cover, ice cover, SST) are fixed to the year 

2000 

SIC Same as CTRL but the ice cover (both the Arctic and Antarctic) is 

fixed to the year 1965 

NSIC Same as CTRL except the Arctic ice cover is fixed to the year 

1965 

SSIC Same as CTRL except the Antarctic ice cover is fixed to the year 

1965 
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 358 

 359 

 360 

Fig. 4. Changes of ice cover forced field between control (year 2000) and contrast experiments 361 

(year 1965). Spatial distribution of Arctic ice cover change: (a) annual average (b) summer 362 

average (c) winter average; Spatial distribution of Antarctic ice cover change: (d) annual average 363 

(e) summer average (f) winter average (filling, unit: fraction). 364 

 365 

Compared with the control experiment, the ice cover in the contrast test is significantly 366 

reduced (Fig. 4). We change the ice cover of the forcing field at the Arctic and Antarctic 367 

separately to distinguish the climate effects they bring. In addition, the experiments of changing 368 

the ice cover of the Arctic and Antarctic separately is compared with that of changing the ice 369 

cover of the two poles at the same time to judge whose influence is more important. 370 

 371 
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 372 

Fig. 5. 2m temperature. Difference between (a-b) 1983-2017 and 1948-1982. Difference between 373 

control and contrast experiments. (c-d) SIC, (e-f) NSIC, (g-h) SSIC (filling, unit: K; left column: 374 

annual average, right column: winter average). All shading areas exceed 95% significance level. 375 

In observations, the 2m temperature generally shows an increasing trend, and some regions 376 

in Europe, Asia and North America have cooled (Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b). It can be seen from the 377 

simulation results that when the Arctic ice cover and Antarctic ice cover are changed at the same 378 

time (the experiment SIC), the temperature in winter changes drastically, and the temperature in 379 

Asia obviously increases, while the temperature in North America and Europe decreases (Fig. 5c, 380 
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Fig. 5d). After changing the Antarctic ice cover and Arctic ice cover, it can be seen that 381 

compared to NSIC(Fig. 5e, Fig. 5f ), the simulation results of SSIC (Fig. 5g, Fig. 5h) is closer to 382 

the simulation results of SIC(Fig. 5c, Fig. 5d), including the warming in East Asia and the cold 383 

winter in North America. Changes in Arctic ice cover have caused more pronounced cooling in 384 

winter in Europe, and also brought winter warming in parts of South America (the warming is 385 

even wider than the temperature increase caused by changes in Antarctic ice cover) (Fig. 5e, Fig. 386 

5f). It can be seen that whether changes in Arctic ice cover or Antarctic ice cover will affect the 387 

other hemisphere across the equator. Antarctic ice cover has a greater impact on East Asia and 388 

North America than Arctic ice cover. Why does the Arctic/Antarctic ice cover change have a 389 

huge impact on the temperature in the Southern/Northern Hemisphere, bringing about a trans-390 

equator climate effect? Why the trans-equatorial climate effect of Antarctic ice cover is stronger 391 

than that of Arctic ice cover? We will analyze the mechanism of this trans-equator climate 392 

response below. 393 

 394 

4 Mechanism of Trans-Equatorial Climate Effect of Interannual Variation of Ice Cover 395 

The previous section analyzed the temperature changes caused by the ice cover in the Arctic 396 

and Antarctic, and what is the mechanism of this trans-equatorial climate effect? The existence 397 

of the window area allows the Rossby wave to propagate across the equator, and these 398 

waveguides may be the main channels for energy exchange between the two hemispheres (Li et 399 

al, 2019).When the Arctic ice cover decreases, the temperature in the polar regions increases, the 400 

zonal temperature gradient decreases, and the baroclinity of the atmosphere weakens, resulting in 401 

a reduction in wave-activity flux (Fig. 6). Therefore, an obvious wave-activity flux reduction 402 

area appeared in the North Pole in first month, and the place where the wave-activity flux 403 

changed most drastically corresponds to the place where the ice cover changed drastically. At 404 

this time, because the Antarctic ice cover has not changed, it can be seen that there is almost no 405 

change in wave-activity flux in the southern hemisphere, and the wave-activity flux will 406 

gradually pass to the south over time. As can be seen from the spatial distribution of the 300hpa 407 

height anomaly field (Fig. 7), when the ice cover in the Arctic changes, the height field anomaly 408 

(time 0) first appears in Eurasia, causing baroclinic fluctuations. The wave gradually passed 409 

southward and spread across the equator to the southern hemisphere, while separating another 410 
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wave, the branch gradually passed eastward to the Americas and continued to pass southward. 411 

The change of ice cover first causes the change of the temperature gradient of the lower layer, 412 

causing the abnormal atmospheric baroclinic instability, resulting in the generation and 413 

propagation of atmospheric baroclinic fluctuation anomalies. This anomalous signal of ice 414 

coverage interacts with the wave current of high-altitude atmospheric jets through the baroclinic 415 

wave flux and further amplifies, generating meridional waves and even transmitting Rossby 416 

waves across the equator. 417 

 418 

 419 
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 Fig. 6. Vertical section of the difference in meridional mean (a-c) baroclinic growth rate and 420 

changes in Arctic ice cover (d-f) wave-activity flux between CTRL and NSIC, changes in Arctic 421 

ice cover in the forced field by month (filling, contour line: wave-activity flux distribution in 422 

CTRL, polyline: ice cover change with latitude, superscript: month). All shading areas exceed 423 

95% significance level. 424 

 425 

 426 

Fig. 7. Lead–lag correlation coefficients between the 300-hPa height anomaly at the basepoint 427 

(60°N, 90°E) and the global field (filling, black dot: the base point and branch point, subscript: 428 

month, black curves indicate the wave propagation path). All shading areas exceed 95% 429 

significance level. 430 

 431 

When analyzing the changes in wave-activity flux caused by Antarctic ice cover, we will 432 

start from June (corresponding to the winter in southern hemisphere). As can be seen from Fig. 433 

8, when we only change the Antarctic ice cover, we can notice that at the first time point, the 434 

wave-activity flux changes in the Antarctic and Arctic regions at the same time, although the 435 

wave-activity flux changes in the northern hemisphere are not as strong as those in the southern 436 

hemisphere. That is to say, after the change of Antarctic ice cover, it got a very rapid response in 437 

the northern hemisphere, which is very strange and thought-provoking. The sea-land distribution 438 

in the northern and southern hemispheres is very different, and there is more land in the northern 439 

hemisphere, so the prevailing westerlies are split and its intensity is weak. In the southern 440 

hemisphere, the ocean area accounts for the majority, so the prevailing westerlies are complete 441 

and stronger. Changes in ice cover will bring changes in north-south temperature gradients, 442 

affecting the location and intensity of the prevailing westerlies. Therefore, in the process of ice 443 

cover affecting the climate, the location of ice cover and the westerly jet stream plays an 444 

important role, which may be the reason why changes in Antarctic ice cover can quickly affect 445 
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the northern hemisphere. It can be seen from the anomalous spatial distribution of the 300hpa 446 

height field (Fig. 9), after the ice cover changes in the Antarctic region, due to the change in 447 

temperature gradient, the baroclinicity of the atmosphere changes, and a baroclinic fluctuation 448 

rapidly occurs in the southern hemisphere. Over time, the wave passed north and crossed the 449 

equator to reach the northern hemisphere. At the same time, it divided into two branches, one of 450 

which continued to pass north, and the other spread eastward through the North American 451 

region. The entire northward transmission process of the wave is also faster than the wave 452 

transmission process when the Arctic ice cover changes. 453 

 454 
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 Fig. 8. Vertical section of the difference in meridional mean (a-c) baroclinic growth rate and 455 

changes in Antarctic ice cover (d-f) wave-activity flux between CTRL and SSIC (filling, contour 456 

line: wave-activity flux distribution in CTRL, polyline: ice cover change with latitude, 457 

superscript: month). All shading areas exceed 95% significance level. 458 

 459 

Fig. 9. Lead–lag correlation coefficients between the 300-hPa height anomaly at the basepoint 460 

(60°S, 135°W) and the global field (filling, black dot: the base point and branch point, subscript: 461 

month, black curves indicate the wave propagation path) All shading areas exceed 95% 462 

significance level. 463 
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 464 

Fig. 10. Vertical section of the zonal wind (filling, unit: m/s) and the line chart of ice coverage 465 

changes between the year 1965 and 2000 (polyline, unit: fraction).  466 

Due to the difference in the distribution of land and sea, the atmospheric circulation patterns 467 

in the northern and southern hemispheres are different. The prevailing westerlies in the southern 468 

hemisphere is wider than that in the northern hemisphere, and the upper westerly jet stream is 469 

stronger and wider (Fig. 10). Arctic ice cover and Antarctic ice cover are mainly reduced, and 470 

marginal ice cover has increased, but Antarctic ice cover has increased more significantly and is 471 

closer to the location of upper jets. In other words, changes in Antarctic ice cover have a more 472 
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pronounced effect on the upper jets, which are more closely related to high-altitude westerly jets 473 

than Arctic ice cover. Therefore, the location of Antarctic ice cover and the westerly jet may 474 

affect the climate effect of Antarctic ice cover. A new set of experiments 475 

(SSIC_South_Movement) is added. The change of the ice cover in the SSIC (removing the range 476 

of 85 to 90s) is shifted to the south by 5 degrees, and superimposed on the 2000 Antarctic ice 477 

cover of CTRL as the ice cover forced field in the SSIC_South_Movement (Fig. 11), and other 478 

settings are consistent with SSIC. The distance between the region of the ice cover change and 479 

the atmospheric jets is increased, so the hypothesis of the effect of ice cover on the jet stream 480 

mentioned above is examined. In this case, ice cover changes do not correspond to high-altitude 481 

jets, that is, the direct effects of ice cover changes on the jets have weakened. 482 

 483 

 Fig. 11. Change in ice cover forced field between control and SSIC_South_Movement 484 

experiments. (a: annual average, b: summer average, c: winter average; filling, unit: fraction) 485 

 486 

Fig. 12. 2m temperature anomalies. Difference between control and contrast experiments. 487 

(filling, unit: K; a: SSIC, b: SSIC_South_Movement). All shading areas exceed 95% significance 488 

level.  489 

 490 
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After shifting the change of Antarctic ice cover in the forcing field 5 latitudes to the south, it 491 

can be seen that the temperature response has become significantly weaker. In general, the 492 

warming caused by changes in Antarctic ice cover has significantly weakened in East Asia (Fig. 493 

12). For North America, the temperature decrease has decreased, including the reduction of the 494 

range and the decrease in amplitude. In addition, the magnitude of wave-activity flux changes 495 

has also decreased (Fig. 13). It can be seen that after the Antarctic ice cover change field shifted 496 

5 ° to the south, the response of the wave-activity flux in the southern hemisphere in the earlier 497 

period decreased significantly. Therefore, the climate effect also weakened in the SSIC_ 498 

South_Movement. 499 

 500 
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Fig. 13. Vertical section of the difference in meridional mean baroclinic growth rate and wave-501 

activity flux between SSIC and SSIC_South_Movement, changes in Antarctic ice cover in the 502 

forced field by month (filling, contour line: wave-activity flux distribution in SSIC, polyline: sea 503 

ice change with latitude, superscript: month). All shading areas exceed 95% significance level.  504 

 505 

5 Summary and discussion 506 

In previous studies, the influence of Arctic (Antarctic) ice cover on the Northern 507 

Hemisphere (Southern Hemisphere) was generally studied (Cattiaux et al., 2010; Raphael et al., 508 

2011, Vihma, 2014). However, this study revealed the trans-equatorial climate effects of the two 509 

ice covers and their mechanisms. According to the Liang-Kleeman information flow method, it 510 

was found that the information flows from Arctic and Antarctic sea ices to the 2m temperature 511 

are obvious. Furthermore, the influence of Antarctic sea ice on the temperature in East Asia was 512 

greater than that of Arctic sea ice. Previous studies have also shown that changes in Antarctic sea 513 

ice will affect the climate of East Asia (Fan and Wang, 2006; Zhu, 2009). However, whether the 514 

influence of Antarctic ice cover on the climate of East Asia is greater than that of the Arctic ice 515 

cover requires further research. 516 

In order to study the specific temperature changes brought about by the sea ice changes, the 517 

observation data-sets were analyzed. Based on the observed sea ice cover data, the years 1987 (in 518 

which the Arctic sea ice anomaly increased) and 1990 (in which the Arctic sea ice anomaly 519 

decreased) were selected to discuss the different interannual responses of air temperature 520 

accompanied with almost no variance in the Antarctic ice cover. Likewise, the years 2003 521 

(Antarctic sea ice anomaly increased) and 2005 (Antarctic sea ice anomaly decreased) were 522 

selected as the forcing of the interannual variation of Antarctic sea ice cover. It can be seen that 523 

the decrease in Arctic sea ice was accompanied by the warming in most parts of East Asia, 524 

cooling in Europe, warming in North America (Canada), and cooling in the South (USA). When 525 

the Antarctic sea ice was abnormally decreased, most regions of China had a warming anomaly, 526 

while the temperature in Europe decreases. At the same time, the temperature in the south of 527 

North America was rising, while in the north part, there was a cooling anomaly. Similarly, this 528 

trans-hemispheric forcing relationship of sea ice covers in the Arctic and Antarctic regions could 529 

be obtained from the results of the information flow, in which the anomaly of Antarctic ice 530 
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covers had also led to the significant temperature changes in Eurasia and North America. In 531 

conclusion, changes in ice covers seemed to produce a trans-equatorial climate effects, affecting 532 

the temperature in the other hemisphere, especially the Antarctic ice covers. 533 

In the observation, changes in temperature were simultaneously affected by multiple forcing 534 

factors. In order to analysis the mechanism of the cross-equatorial climate effect of ice covers, 535 

we conducted multiple sets of numerical experiments. In the results of the CAM4.0 simulations, 536 

the temperature anomalies in SSIC simulation (in which only the Antarctic ice cover changed) 537 

were closer to that of SIC simulation (changing both Arctic and Antarctic ice cover), which was 538 

characterized by an obvious cooling in European winter. However, a warming in East Asia and a 539 

cooling in North America in winter was mainly caused by the changes in the Antarctic ice cover. 540 

In the simulations, both Arctic and Antarctic ice covers would also affect the other hemisphere 541 

across the equator. Studies have shown that Rossby waves can propagate across the equator 542 

through the "window area" (Li et al., 2019). Liu et al. (2018) proposed the South–North Pacific 543 

(SNP) teleconnection pattern, and proved that SNP can act as an “atmospheric bridge” to 544 

propagate wave energy across the equator. In this research we further studied the trans-equatorial 545 

climate effect caused by the propagation of wave-activity fluxes. After the change of Arctic 546 

(Antarctic) ice covers, the local temperature of the Arctic (Antarctic) with the intensity of 547 

atmospheric baroclinicity at mid-high latitudes increased or decreased firstly. As a result, the 548 

local baroclinic wave-activity fluxes over the Arctic (Antarctic) changed (Fig.14). As time 549 

progresses, the wave energy transmission gradually traveled across the equator in the meridional 550 

direction, affecting the climate in the other hemisphere. However, the climatological prevailing 551 

mid-latitude westerly jet in the southern hemisphere were stronger and wider than that in the 552 

northern hemisphere, which was also closer to the edge of ice cover. The intensity of the trans-553 

equatorial climate effect caused by the Antarctic ice cover was much stronger than that by Arctic 554 

ice changing. In order to verify the relationship between the trans-equatorial climate effect and 555 

the position of ice cover, a set of experiment with shifting the Antarctic ice cover by five 556 

latitudes southwardly was made, which performed a much weakened locally forcing on the 557 

southern hemisphere and no trans-equatorial effect.  558 

In general, compared with the Arctic ice cover, the Antarctic ice cover was closer to the 559 

mid-latitude westerly jet, and the intensity of the jet was stronger in the southern hemisphere. 560 

Therefore, the Antarctic ice cover caused more significant changes in the upper atmospheric 561 
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height field and jet stream by changing the low-level atmospheric temperature gradient and the 562 

process of atmospheric baroclinic wave uploading. The stronger height field anomaly in the 563 

southern hemisphere then caused the obvious Rossby fluctuation anomaly propagation across the 564 

equator, leading to significant temperature changes in the northern hemisphere, especially over 565 

the Eurasia and North America. In the Liang-Kleeman information flow and numerical model 566 

results, the trans-equatorial effects of the Antarctic ice cover on the northern hemisphere were 567 

even more significant than the effects of the Arctic ice cover, which indicated that the variation 568 

of Antarctic ice cover was indispensable in the medium- and long-term weather and climate 569 

prediction of the northern hemisphere. 570 
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 571 

Figure 14. The conceptual map of the climate effects of ice cover (a) Arctic ice cover (b) 572 

Antarctic ice cover 573 
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Figures

Figure 1

Spatial distribution of information �ow from (a) Arctic sea ice (b) Antarctic sea ice to the 2m temperature
(�lling; unit: nats/month). All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level. Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or
area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.

Figure 2



Line chart of changes in Arctic and Antarctic sea ice relative to the average (the index has been
standardized and detrended; red line: Antarctic sea ice; blue line: Arctic sea ice; unit: fraction; the red
up/down arrow: Arctic sea ice increases/decreases abnormally; the blue up/down arrow: Antarctic sea ice
increases/decreases abnormally)

Figure 3

Spatial distributions of temperature changes different between the decrease anomalous years and the
increase anomaly years of sea ice. T2 anomalies during Arctic sea ice decreasing in (a) summer average
(b) winter average; T2 anomalies during Antarctic sea ice decreasing in (c) summer average (d) winter
average (�lling; unit: K). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this
map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning
the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 4

Changes of ice cover forced �eld between control (year 2000) and contrast experiments (year 1965).
Spatial distribution of Arctic ice cover change: (a) annual average (b) summer average (c) winter average;
Spatial distribution of Antarctic ice cover change: (d) annual average (e) summer average (f) winter
average (�lling, unit: fraction). Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on
this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 5

2m temperature. Difference between (a-b) 1983-2017 and 1948-1982. Difference between control and
contrast experiments. (c-d) SIC, (e-f) NSIC, (g-h) SSIC (�lling, unit: K; left column: annual average, right
column: winter average). All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level. Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or



area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.

Figure 6

Vertical section of the difference in meridional mean (a-c) baroclinic growth rate and changes in Arctic ice
cover (d-f) wave-activity �ux between CTRL and NSIC, changes in Arctic ice cover in the forced �eld by
month (�lling, contour line: wave-activity �ux distribution in CTRL, polyline: ice cover change with latitude,
superscript: month). All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level.



Figure 7

Lead–lag correlation coe�cients between the 300-hPa height anomaly at the basepoint (60°N, 90°E) and
the global �eld (�lling, black dot: the base point and branch point, subscript: month, black curves indicate
the wave propagation path). All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level. Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or
area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.



Figure 8

Vertical section of the difference in meridional mean (a-c) baroclinic growth rate and changes in Antarctic
ice cover (d-f) wave-activity �ux between CTRL and SSIC (�lling, contour line: wave-activity �ux
distribution in CTRL, polyline: ice cover change with latitude, superscript: month). All shading areas
exceed 95% signi�cance level.



Figure 9

Lead–lag correlation coe�cients between the 300-hPa height anomaly at the basepoint (60°S, 135°W)
and the global �eld (�lling, black dot: the base point and branch point, subscript: month, black curves
indicate the wave propagation path) All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 10

Vertical section of the zonal wind (�lling, unit: m/s) and the line chart of ice coverage changes between
the year 1965 and 2000 (polyline, unit: fraction).



Figure 11

Change in ice cover forced �eld between control and SSIC_South_Movement experiments. (a: annual
average, b: summer average, c: winter average; �lling, unit: fraction) Note: The designations employed
and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever
on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its
authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by
the authors.



Figure 12

2m temperature anomalies. Difference between control and contrast experiments. (�lling, unit: K; a: SSIC,
b: SSIC_South_Movement). All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level. Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or
area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.



Figure 13

Vertical section of the difference in meridional mean baroclinic growth rate and wave-activity �ux
between SSIC and SSIC_South_Movement, changes in Antarctic ice cover in the forced �eld by month
(�lling, contour line: wave-activity �ux distribution in SSIC, polyline: sea ice change with latitude,
superscript: month). All shading areas exceed 95% signi�cance level.



Figure 14

The conceptual map of the climate effects of ice cover (a) Arctic ice cover (b) Antarctic ice cover


